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Abstract: The Connection is a major process that plays a vital role in social network. Discovering  

connectivity in the social media is the emerged network. The images that are shared by an individual in a social 

network gets transferred to number of users who belongs to the same network. The image shared in the social 

network spread in rapid way so that the original user of that particular imagei difficult to identify. Each and 

every image shared by the user in the social network server so that the tracking of the original user retains 

easily. But the shared image  act as the distributed data that acts as connected image that connects the large 

number of users in a social network. So the location basis tracking evolved in the system evolve tracking and the 

location of the original user image upload leads to connection discovery. The objective of the project is to 

extract a graph to discover the connection of shared images by a large number of users. The scope of the project 

is to design a system that tracks the original user of the image which is being shared and which will lead to 

quality identification of the user for further image sharing. 
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1. Introduction
Every day people around the world post 400 million tweets on twitter and 350 billion photos to 

facebook and views 4 billion videos on youtube. Big data approaches to analyse social media data which can 

increase the understanding of how people think and act . Organisations can use this information to inform their 

activities, improve decision making, target product services effectively, and to influence the users behaviours in 

the future. Access to large quantities of readily available data on millions of peoples activities and behaviours 

are a highly valuable resources for researchers and organisations. Further social media are not created for the 

purpose of research, so they can offer insight into the way how people can naturally interact online. Data can be 

automatically extracted from social media sites via application Programming Interface 

 

2. Existing Work 
The system that we look before is only for the image shared concern. The image gets shared by one 

user will gets shared by another user simultaneously. And similarly it says the space allocation and image 

sharing copy rights will be retained for each and every user whoare uploading the images to the social network. 

The social network server look for the images get shared in the network along with the connection discovery. 

Connection discovery done via clustering algorithm by grouping the user on the basis of the shared image. The 

image shared by one user will get shared by number of other users later. So that the image viewed by the 

different users is clustered in the basis of the individual user viewing the images. The image shared through a 

social network is analyzed through clustered algorithm so that the connection discovery of the connected 

network is discovered. The clustering process occurs through feature extraction . Feature extracted by each and 

every image varied based on the user notation. To discover the image shared by the original user is a tough task. 

The clustering process occurs for individual users only. The image shared in different network leads to 

connection discovery inan un predictable way. The algorithm is not applicable for a large set of data. 

 

3. Related Works 
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[1] Robust Hashing with Local Models for approximate note. Due to the known dimensionality curse, the 

performance of the most existing indexing structures degrades. 

[2] Inferring Emotional Tags from Social Images with user Demographics. 

[3] A Semantic video Represntation, and that without Supervision for Event detection. 

[4] Profiling on online social behaviours for compromised account detection. 

[5] Optimized Graph Learning using Partial tags and multiple features for image and video annotation. 

 
4. Proposed Work 

The proposed system discover the connection for an imageshared in a social network in an efficient 

way. The image that gets shared  by individual user is get clustered using original user basis. The image get 

shared by an individual user gets downloaded by a number of user under the friends circle of that individual 

user. The user who download the data does not require any permission from the original user who shared the 

image. The Content Based Image Retreival algorithm is used to discover the connection discovery of the image 

shared in a connected social network. The image shared by a user gets downloaded by different individual user 

is gets tracked by the CBIR algorithm. The image downloaded by the individual user proceed for image share in 

term of their individual account. On the time of sharing data through the other account the user needs to seek the 

permission for sharing the data. The image sharing is turned into a graph on the basis of the image get shared 

through number of users. Rather than connection discovery discovering the image shared in a social network as 

a graph lead to clear view of the image shared from the connected social network. The graph formed on the 

basis of grouping large data set by analyzing the image gets shared  the original user and the image gets shared 

by the connected user. 

5. Algorithm 
Content Based Image Retrival (Cbir) 
Image features distance measures 

Images are segmented on color plus texture.User selects a region of the query image, system returns images with 

similar regions. 

 
fig 1: Image feature distant measure 

 
Object Matching  

A database image It is a collection of objects {c1, c2, ..cn} and each object cj is a list of attributes. Let 

Ak(x) be the function that returns the k-th attribute value. For example, A0(cj) is the color of cj , and A1(cj) is 

the normalized size of cj . For each node vi in Gp, the candidate objects in an image It are found according to 

the match score. The match score M(cj) of a candidate object cj is obtained as follows: ( ) * ( ) | ( ) ( )| / ( ), k i k 

j k ki k j k i M c =∑w A v − A c − A v A v where wk is the weight of k-th attribute. If M(cj) exceeds some 

threshold T, cj is marked as a candidate for vi . . Since attributes are compared directly, they must have 

normalized values. For effective segmentation and matching, colors are quantized and coded so that 

neighborcolors would produce the high match score. If there exists a node in Gp that has no candidate 

at all, It is rejected. 

 
Retrieval Effectiveness  

The presented algorithm has two distinctive characteristics. First, the similarity scores are calculated in 

object basis, so the user can retrieve an image with a partial query. 
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6. MODULE DESCRIPTION 
User Emerging: 

In this module, the user first registers himself. The admin approves the registration. 

Image Sharing: 

Image sharing, or photo sharing, is the publishing or   transfer of a user's digital photos online.Image 

sharing websites offer services such as uploading, hosting, managing and sharing of photos (publicly or 

privately). 

Image Download: 

In this process, the user downloads  the image which he wants to share through the social networking 

site. 

Sharing Notification: 

At the time of sharing data through the other account the user needs to seek the permission of the 

orginal user for sharing the image.Theorginal user will be notified by a message when someother tries to share 

the image without his permission

Cbir Process: 

Content based means that the search analyses the contents of the image rather than the metadata such as 

keywords tags or descriptions associated with the image. The term content in this context might refer to 

colurs,shapes,textures or any other information that can be retrieved from the image itself. CBIR is desirable 

because searches thar rely purely on metadata are dependent on annotation quality and completeness

Connection Discovery:  

The social network server will look for the images which gets shared in the network along with the 

connection discovery. . Connection discovery done via clustering algorithm is performed by grouping the user 

on the basis of the shared image. The connection discovery ,discovers the image which is shared to a number of 

users on the viewingbasis. 

 

7. Architecture Diagram 

 

 
 

Fig 2:Architecture diagram for connection discovery of user shared image 
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8. Conclusion 
Currently to speed up the matching, two times the rejection process occurs. In object matching, if there 

exists a node in Gp that has no candidate at all, matching of it is terminated immediately. In prime edge 

matching, if a prime edge with  no candidate object consistent is found,then the image is rejected. However for 

very large databases, more powerful speedup scheme must be devised along with effective database 

management scheme. Secondly, for some kind of images like textured images, the presented method is not so 

effective. To retrieve such images effectively, supplementary query scheme is needed. It is not difficult to 

combine a routine that processes the query with global features such as colour or texture. Sometimes it is very 

usefull to retrieve images that contain some figures. The user neither have  seen the image nor he may know if 

there is such a image in the image database. For example, a person who wants to make a Christmas card may 

want to retrieve an image of Santa Claus. In thatcase , he neither knows where Santa Claus is, nor he knows 

ifthere is a Santa Claus’s image. For this type of query, CBIR shows a good performance with the weight of the 

size attribute minimized.  
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